Stochastic inversion problems arise when it is wanted to estimate the probability distribution of a stochastic input from indirect observable and noisy information and the limited knowledge of an operator that connects the inputs to the observable output. While such problems are characterized by strong identifiability conditions, well-posedness conditions of "signal over noise" nature are prior that should be respected to collect observations. In addition to well-known Hadamard' well-posedness condition, a new one is established based on the predictive transmission of input uncertainty to output, which can be interpreted as the result provided by a sensitivity analysis if the problem were solved. This new condition should take part within the input model itself, which adds a constraint in established frequentist or Bayesian methodologies of stochastic inversion. While this article mainly deals with linearizable operators, the lack of constrast typical of linear problems suggest that the proposed condition should be used in more general settings, provided the operator owns diffferentiability properties.
Introduction
Consider the situation where observations y * n = (y * i ) i∈{1,...,n} living in a q−dimensional space are assumed to be realizations of a random variable Y * such that
where X is a p−dimensional random variable of unknown distribution F , ε is a (experimental or/and process) noise with known distribution f ǫ and g is some deterministic function from R p to R q . In numerous industrial cases, g is considered as a black-box function, or a so-called computer code, which can be explored only by numerical means. Inferring on F from the knowledge of y * n and f ǫ can be addressed in various settings. Bayesian calibration [7, 9] is assuming that X is a random parameter in a Bayesian setting, for which some prior measure π(X) is available, and is estimating F by the posterior distribution π(X|y n ). In such cases, it could be said that both X and Y are epistemic variables. Stochastic inversion [3] assumes that (Y, X) are really affected by random uncertainty and that F is a truly distribution. In the following, the stochastic inversion problem will be denotedF
where H g is a so-called inversion operator induced by g. For a general form of inversion problems, see [5] . Usually F is given in a parametric form (let say, Gaussian possibly up to a given parameterization), and estimating its parameter vector can be conducted in both frequentist [1, 3] or Bayesian [6] frameworks, possibly at the price of linearizing g [1] , using missing data algorithms.
In both frameworks, infering on F is a problem that can be solved provided several conditions of well-posedness and identifiability are achieved. The first one is Hadamard's well-posedness condition, which states that the solutionF of the inversion/calibration problem should exist, be unique and be continuously dependent on observations according to a reasonable topology. In the case where g is linear or can be linearized, namely if there exists a linear operator H such that Y * = HX + ε, this condition is traduced by a low value of the condition number of H [2] . The second condition is the identifiability of F . In similar cases of linearity or linearization, this condition states that H must be injective (rank(H) = p) and p ≤ nq (Proposition 3 in [3] ). Additionally to Hadamard's condition, and independently of the availability of experimental data y * , a second condition of well-posedness is, to our knowledge, never evoked while it seems to be of primary importance in the specific framework of stochastic inversion.
This condition can be roughly explained as follows. Imagine that the problem is solved and F is known. Any sensitivity study, for instance based on celebrated Sobol' indices [8] , should highlight that the main source of uncertainty, explaining the variations of Y * , is X and not ε. In practice, this kind of diagnostic is established a posteriori, as a check for an estimated solutionF . However, this property is more than desirable and should be converted into a modelling constraint for the estimation of F . In a (parametric) Bayesian inversion context, such a constraint would apply on the prior elicitation of (the parameters of)F , and could help to define better reference measures when other prior information is not available onF . To our knowledge, this concern was only briefly evoked in [6] but never studied. Such a study requires a formal definition of what "the main source of uncertainty" means.
This article yields an answer to the problem of well-defining a stochastic inversion problem, by formalizing a new condition on F with respect to the features of g and f ε based on comparisons of Fisher information. The case when g is linear or linearizable is prominent in this study, appearing as a minimal framework to establish such a rule. Strongly nonlinear cases often by definition present more contrasted behavior between observations and noise, and it is likely that the ratio between signal and noise be more in favor of the signal. Therefore this article is structured as follows.
As a first attempt, Section 2 studies the case of a one-dimensional linear model g and introduces two rules based on variance and entropy, which provide similar results. Section ?? provides the general rule and considers one-dimensional linearizable models. Next section focuses on more general settings, when g has multidimensional outputs and is simply linearizable.
Intuitive well-posedness notion in linearizable problems
Under the prism of sensitivity analysis (SA), the rationale expressed in Introduction could be formalized as follows, starting with the illustrative case of the simple linear model:
is the unknown parameter vector to be estimated, a ∈ R p and ε ∈ R p ∼ N (0, σ 2 I p ). In SA, two classic notions play a key role in the comparison of information measures or "uncertainties" yielded by statistical distributions, that could be intuitively used to express the fact that most of the uncertainty on Y must be explained by the uncertainty on X: first-order Sobol' indices and Shannon-Kullback entropy. Two rules can then be proposed.
Definition 2.1. Let (S X , S ε ) be the first-order Sobol indices quantifying the uncertainty on Y * explained by X and ε, respectively. The stochastic inversion problem (3) is said to be well-posed in Sobol' sense if
Definition 2.2. Denote E(X) the entropy of X. The stochastic inversion problem (3) is said to be well-posed in the entropic sense if
Note that the second definition is more general, since Sobol' indices require only that all variances exist. However, for the simple model (4), both definitions coincide. 
Proof. Proof given in Appendix.
Example 2.1. In a Bayesian framework, Γ is assumed to be random and Condition (7) appears as a prior constraint placed on prior distribution π(Γ). An usual choice for π(Γ) is the Inverse-Wishart IW q (Λ, ν) distribution. This choice is often made for conjugacy reasons. Indeed, given the likelihood generated by n observations ({y * 1 , x 1 }, . . . , {y * n , x n }) where the x i are missing but can be randomly produced by data-augmentation algorithms, the conditional posterior distribution of Γ is still Inverse-Wishart (To CONTINUE)
Following Sobol' sense of well-posedness, this result can be easily generalized when g is simply assumed to be linearizable around the expectation of X. Proposition 2.2. In (2), assume that g is differentiable in the neighborhood of E(X) := (E(X 1 ), . . . , E(X p )).
Then the stochastic inversion problem (2-3) is well-posed in Sobol' sense if and only if 3 Well-posedness in Fisher sense
Formalisation
The intuitive notion of Sobol' well-posedness, only based on first-order hierarchizing of conditional variances, appears somewhat limited to reflect how input uncertainty from X or ε is transmitted to the observed output Y * . It is ubiquitous to describe how information is transmitted, because quantities of information (as entropy) are measures of eliminated uncertainty. Since the inversion problem is, assuming X ∼ N (µ, Γ), to estimate θ = (µ, Γ), a parametric measure of information seems appropriate to be used for defining well-posedness. The most usual measure of information is Fisher information [4] . See Appendix A for a technical reminder on Fisher information, details about its computation when X is Gaussian and its information-theoretic interpretation.
Denote by I g(X) (θ) and I Y * (θ) the Fisher information carried respectively by g(X) and Y * about θ. Since the impact of ε is to degrade information, then
where A > B, for two squared matrices A and B, means that A − B is a positive-definite matrix.
Stating that most of information on θ in Y * is transmitted from g(X) implies that the difference between I g(X) (θ) and I Y * (θ), which is a measure of the information loss because of the noise ε, should not be greater than a fraction (1 − 1/c)I g(X) (θ) where c > 1. It follows that
An intuitive value value of c is 2, but further developments will consider that this constant is not fixed by such an intuitive approach but rather can be assessed by a more formal rationale.
Working hypotheses
We still consider the model described in (1-2) In addition, we assume
Finally, we denote by θ := (µ, τ 2 ) ∈ Θ the unknown parameter to estimate and assume that q ≤ p.
Gaussian linear models
The following developments consider first the case when g is linear, namely g : x → Hx, with H ∈ R q×p of full rank. In this framework, sufficient and necessary conditions for
can be obtained in next propositions under some assumptions. We begin by two special cases, which differ by hypotheses placed on the noise variance Σ and its commutativity with HH T . 
Accordingly, a simpler sufficient condition for (11) is given by
.
Condition (12) simplifies in
if all the eigenvalues are equal λ i = λ, i = 1, ..., n. Furthermore, a simplier sufficient condition for (12) is given by
Besides, if Σ takes a more general form, a lower bound for the Fisher information associated to Y * can be provided, resulting in the following sufficient condition for (10), which involves the condition number of HH T .
In addition to these first results, the comparison between Fisher information matrices I g(X) := I HX and I Y * greatly benefits from the exact expression
(15) and the expression provided by next theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let Ψ = Σ −1/2 HH T Σ −1/2 and denote by λ Ψ i 1≤i≤q the eigenvalues of Ψ. Then
Indeed, Theorem 3.1 shows that Condition (10)
The first inequality is always satisfied since τ 2 > 0. Indeed,
On the other hand, the right-side inequality can be written as
The two next propositions provide respectively a sufficient and a necessary condition to constraint (17). (17) is
Proposition 3.3. A sufficient condition for
where we recall that λ Ψ i 1≤i≤q denotes the eigenvalues of Ψ :
where we recall that λ Ψ i 1≤i≤q denotes the eigenvalues of Ψ := Σ −1/2 HH T Σ −1/2 .
can be interpreted as the signal over noise ratio of Model (1), it seems reasonable to expect that τ 2 max
. This lower bound for c seems to make sense if we go back to Section 2. For the example given by (4), where q = 1 and H = a inR , Condition (18) gives
For model (7) , where q = 1 and H = a ∈ R p , this conditions gives
Taking c = 4, the conditions provided by the Sobol' or entropic sense are recovered:
Remark 2. If Γ := Cov(X) = τ 2 I, then a generalisation of (18) could be
(20)
Gaussian linearizable models
Let us go back to the more general case where g is some deterministic function from R p to R q , not necessarily linear. In this section, we aim at providing simplier sufficient and necessary conditions to Condition (10)
For normally distributed observation vectors, the Fisher information can be easily constructed. For nonlinear models, the problem of the missing closed-form solution of the likelihood function carries forward to the calculation of the Fisher information matrix, preventing us from establishing directly simple rules for Condition (10). A commonly used approach to bypass this problem is to linearize the regression function.
As in [3] and under the assumption that g is differentiable, a possible answer is to linearize the model around a fixed point x 0 ∈ R p (for instance x 0 = E(X)), using the Taylor formula, i.e
Then, for x 0 ∈ R p , the non-linear model can be approximated by a linear model
Under the assumption of a negligible linearization error, the linearization turns out to consider the above model
where
This procedure brings us back to the linear case with H := H x0 . Applying Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 to Model (21), we get the two following conditions in the linearizable case. (10) is
Proposition 3.5. A sufficient condition for Condition
denote the eigenvalues of Ψ x0 .
Proposition 3.6. A necessary condition for Condition (10) is
This linearisation method has some drawbacks. The two mains are
• the choice of the linearization point,
• the approximation error is assumed to be negligeable and is not really taken into account.
Since the linearized model depends on x 0 through H x0 , the choice of the linearization point x 0 is critical because it may induce large variations in the value of the Fisher information associated to the linearized model. As a consequence, Condition (10) may be satisfied for some points and not for others.
For the choice of the linearization point, if several points are are expected to give a similar low approximation error, one can think to choose the best linearization point as the one for which the associated linearized model preserves the maximum amount of information about θ. This can be done by solving the following optimization problem:
Another suggestion could be not to use the Taylor formula but to choose the approximate linear model as the one that is closest to nonlinear model in the mean-square error sense
where P θ is the distribution of X that depends on the unknown parameter θ. In this approach, the differentiability of g is not required any more.
In addition, to ensure that the linearization induces a well-posed problem, a constraint on the Fisher information of the linearized part could be added
A third possibility is presented below. We recall that we have the following model
and X ∼ N (µ, Γ). To simplify, we assume µ = 0. We aim at finding the best linear approximation of Y in the sense of distribution. We denote byỸ this approximatioñ
where H ∈ R q×p and u ∈ R q .
To quantify the quality of the approximation, one can think to use the Kullback-Leibler divergence. We recall that the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two distributions P and Q of continuous random variables is given by
where p and q denote respectively the densities of P and Q.
The optimization problem to solve is the following one
where q denotes the distribution of the random variable g(X) and p H the distribution of HX. We have
Because X ∼ N (0, Γ), we have HX ∼ N (0, HΓH T ). Therefore,
Let f (H) := log(p H (x)). We get
Hence,
To compute the differential operator of the function f at point H, denoted by D H (f ), we use the following properties
• ∂ ∂A Tr(AB) = B T and D A (l)(K) = Tr(BK), where l : A → Tr(AB),
Then, we get
Hence, by switching the derivative and the integral, we get
The first order condition for H * to be an extremum of KL is
This is equivalent to
Therefore, H * must satisfies
Finaly, a necessary condition for H * to be a minimum is
This condition ensures that D KL (G(X) HX) is minimal. + proximity between I g(X) (θ) and I HX (θ)??
To conclude, the best linear model approximation of (1-2) where X ∼ N (0, Γ) is given by
To ensure that this model in well-posed in Fisher sense, as defined in Section 3, H and Γ should also satisfied Condition (20)
In the particular case, where Γ = τ 2 I p , Conditions (25) and (20) reduce to
and
Let Θ = τ H. The two conditions become
A Fisher information: a reminder
The Fisher Information is a measure of the amount of information that an observable random variable X carries about an unknown parameter θ ∈ R upon which the probability of X depends. This central statistical concept can help to quantify the uncertainty of a model or alternatively the amount of information carried by a model. Let f (X; θ) be the likekihood function for θ. It is the probability density/mass of the random variable X conditional on the value of θ. The Fisher Information can be defined as
or alternatively, if ln f (x, θ) is twice differentiable with respect to θ and under some regularity conditions, as
Hence, the Fisher information matrix can be interpreted as the Hessian of the relative entropy. Similarly, if θ = (θ 1 , ..., θ N ) ∈ R N , the Fisher Information Matrix I X (θ) ∈ R N ×N is defined as
In the Gaussian case, where X ∼ N p (µ(θ), Σ(θ)) and θ = (θ 1 , ..., θ N ), µ(θ) = (µ 1 (θ), ..., µ p (θ)), Σ(θ) = (Σ ij (θ)) 1≤i,j≤p ,
If the mean and the covariance depend on two different parameters α ∈ R l and β ∈ R m , i.e θ := (α, β) and X ∼ N p (µ(α), Σ(β)), then
Proposition 2.1. The proof of this result is straightforward. Indeed,
Hence (5) is equivalent to Var a T X > Var [ε], for model 4. Then, it is easy to see that this last condition is simply equal to (7) . Furthermore, the entropy of a multivariate normal distribution X ∼ N (µ, Γ) is
Since (6) is equivalent to E(a T X) > E(ε) for model 4, we get
which is equivalent to (7) . Hence, in both cases, we recover the condition a T Γa > σ 2 .
Proposition 2.2. The condition
is equivalent to
Assume that g is a differentiable function. Let x = (x 1 , ..., x p ) ∈ R p and α = (α 1 , ..., α p ) ∈ R p . The multivariate first order Taylor expansion of g about α is
we consider the first order Taylor expansion of g around α := E (X) = (E (X 1 ) , ..., E (X p )) given by
If the third term is negligeable, g(X) can be approximated by
Then,
In this case, replacing Var (g(X)) by its approximation, we find that Var (g(X)) > Var (ε) is equivalent to
where Dg E(X) := ∂g ∂x 1 (E (X 1 )), ... ∂g ∂x p (E (X p )) .
Proposition 3.1. Let θ = (µ, τ 2 ) ∈ R p+1 and let Y := HX ∈ R q . We have Y ∼ N (Hµ, τ 2 HH T ). Therefore,
On the other hand, Y * ∼ N (Hµ, τ 2 HH T + Σ) and
Thus, focusing on the covariance parameter, Condition (10) implies in particular that
Since HH T and Σ commute, these two matrices are co-diagonalizable. Therefore, Σ(HH T ) −1 is diagonalisable, i.e. there exist an invertible matrix P and a diagonal matrix D such that
Therefore, Condition (28) and Equation (29) imply (11). Consequently, using Lemma B.1 and the properties of the trace, we get
Therefore, a sufficient condition for (11) is given by
Because max
implies (30) and is implied by (14).
Theorem 3.1. The proof relies on two tricks. Remind that
where f (Y * , τ 2 ) denotes the density function of Y * with respect to the parameter τ 2 . The first trick relies on the fact that, in the present case,
In fact, E τ 2 − ln f (Y * , τ 2 ) is the entropy of Y * ∼ N (Hµ, τ 2 HH T + Σ). Hence, using (27), it can be deduced that
Thus,
. On the other hand, it is a well known fact that for any A(θ) invertible matrix, differentiably depending on θ ∈ R, then Besides, for any A(θ) invertible matrix, differentiably depending on θ ∈ R, we have
Therefore, we get
Tr (τ 2 HH T + Σ) −1 ∂ ∂τ 2 τ 2 HH T + Σ (τ 2 HH T + Σ) −1 HH T = − 1 2
Tr (τ 2 HH T + Σ) −1 ∂ ∂τ 2 τ 2 HH T + Σ (τ 2 HH T + Σ) −1 ∂ ∂τ 2 τ 2 HH T + Σ = −E τ 2 ∂ 2 ∂τ 2 log f (Y * , τ 2 ) , using Equation (26). Finally, it comes that
= − 1 2 ∂ 2 ∂τ 2 ln(det(τ 2 HH T + Σ)).
The second trick consists in writting det(τ 2 HH T + Σ) in terms of a specific characteristic polynomial. Indeed, we have det(τ 2 HH T + Σ) = det(Σ) det τ 2 Σ −1 HH T + I q = det(Σ)(τ 2 ) q det Σ −1 HH T + 1
Let Ψ := Σ −1/2 HH T Σ −1/2 . The matrix Ψ is a real symmetric matrix, hence Ψ is diagonalisable in an orthonormal basis and we easily see that
where χ Ψ denotes the characteristic polynomial of Ψ. Denote by λ Ψ i 1≤i≤q its associated eigenvalues. Hence,
From (32) and (33), we deduce that det Σ −1/2 HH T Σ −1/2 + 1
Finally, Equations (31) and (34) lead to
a sufficient condition to ensure that (17) is satisfied is given by a necessary condition to ensure that (17) is satisfied is given by
or equivalently by (19).
